Tumor Malignancy Detection Using Histopathology Imaging.
Image segmentation and classification in the biomedical imaging field has high worth in cancer diagnosis and grading. The proposed method classifies the images based on a combination of handcrafted features and shape features using bag of visual words (BoW). The multistage segmentation technique to localize the nuclei in histopathology images includes the stain decomposition and histogram equalization to highlight the nucleus region, followed by the nuclei key point extraction using fast radial symmetry transform, normalized graph cut based on the nuclei region estimation, and nuclei boundary estimation using modified gradient. Subsequently, features from localized regions termed as handcrafted features and the shape features using BoW are extracted for classification. The experiments are performed using both the handcrafted features and BoW to take the advantages of both local nuclei features and globally spatial features. The simulation is performed on the Bisque and BreakHis data sets (with corresponding average accuracies of 93.87% and 96.96%, respectively) and confirms better diagnosis performance using the proposed method.